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Block Italic Transliteration Block Italic Transliteration

A a  A a A , a P p p p R , r
B ~ 5 6 B, b C c C c S, s

B e  B I V, v T T  T m  T, t
r r  r • G ,g  Y y Y y U , u

.fl~~ D, d F, f

E e E e Ye , ye; E, e* X x X x Kh , kh

~ ~c Zh , zh Li, ~ LI s, Ts, ts

3 3 3 i Z, z ‘-I ~ ‘1 .~ Ch , ch

fri ki H U I, i W w ill ,~ Sh , sh

H ~ 1? i~ Y , y Ui, LL~ 111 sq Shch, shch

X x  K , k

J1 n /1 i L, 1 bI ~i w Y , y
M M  M u  M , m b b  b e

H H  H ~ N , n B a  .9 1 E, e

o o o o o, o i~o o Yu , yu
f l n  17 n P , p  R~~ R * Ya ,ya

*y~ initially, after vow els , and after b, b ; e elsewhere .
When written as ë in Russian , transliterate as ye or ë.
The use of diacritical marks is preferred , but such marks
may be omitted when expediency dictates.

GREEK ALPHABET

Alph a A o. a Nu N v
Be ta B 8 Xi E
G amma F y Omicron 0 o

Delta A 6 Pi II ~rr
Epsilon E c Rho P p e

Zeta Z ~ Sigma o c
Eta H n Tau T r

Theta 0 0 S Upsilon T u

Io ta I i. Phi

Kappa K )t K ~ Chi X x
Lambda A A Psi

Mu M u Omega w
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R USSIAN AND EN G LISH TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS
Russian English

sin sin
cos cos

tg tan

c tg  cot

sec sec

cosec csc

sh sinh

ch cosh

th tanh

cth coth

sch sech

csch csch

arc sin sin~~
arc co s co s~

l

arc tg tan~~
arc ctg cot~~
arc sec sec ’
arc cosec csc~

’

—1arc sh sinh
—1arc ch cosh

arc th tanh~~
arc cth coth

arc sch sech~~
F arc csch csch~~

rot cur l
lg log

GRAPHICS DISCLAIMER

All figures , graphics , tables , equations , e tc.
merged into this translation were extracted
from the best quality copy available.
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I1 IN TERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN AURA L FIELDS OF INSEC ’IS AND PLANTS AND

I ELECTRICAL FIELDS OF AT~ CSPHEH

P. .~~~~
. Gulyay ev , V. I. Zabotin , V. A. Gordiyen ko

E l
Laboratory of Physiological Cybernetics of Leningrad State Univer si~-y

The idea t ha t f l ying insects might have a constant electrostatic

charge was expressed b y Kalmus (1948) , ~ut was never experiment ally

confirme d by him . In his st ud y Edwards (1962) experime ntally ana lyzed

this fac t, studies the triboelectric phenom ena of insects , and posed

the problem of the effect on their behavior of the electrical charge

and field wh ich levelop about thea. It was shown that the sign of the

charge is not constant and depends on the phy sicochem ical properti~ s

-
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of the surface fro. which the insects take off.

This problem was discussed in a monograph by A. S. Presma n

(1968) from the standpoint of the interaction of insects by means of

these fields and their interaction wit h fields of geophysical origin.

Yet in all of the above mentioned studies a continuous

electrostatic field was studied. We have shown that the wings of

insects, the feathers of birds, an d the f u r  of an im a l s, which are

almost always tri boelectrica lly char ged, create electromagnetic

vibrations in the space around them durin g mechanical move ment. We

posed the problem of the informational and kinetic value of these

pheno mena (Gulyay ev, Za botin, Shlippenbakh ,, 1969). Auro cirams

(recordings of these vibrations in the electrical field) were also

obtained under conditions of the natural habita t of the animals in

areas far removed from large industrial complexes and populated

points, where the level of electromagnetic interference was minimal.

This freed us of the necessity of screening the research subjects.

The method s 3f registering these electroaurograns differed from

those discussed by us in prece d ing stu d ies (Gulya yev, Zabotin ,

Shlippenbakh , 1968, 1969), since, in addition to the aura ~~nsor and

tape recorder, we also used a very sensitive microphone and mo vie

camera. The aurogram was recorded on magnetic tape with sutsequent 

—- -—.—- - --- --,, -- - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -~~~~~~~~~~~ --~ --,-~~~~
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oscillographic processing in the laboratory.

The figure (A) shows the “background ” of the recording, taken in

a forest with no insects nearby. The “background ” represents a

combination of the natural noise of the aura sensor, the noise of t~~
magnetic tape, and the signals of the aural field of remote ohjects

compa rable to this noise. The maximal amplitude of the “background ”

was on the order of 3 mY . The forest vegetation provided a reliable

screen from electric interference of the low—frequency range

perceived by the aura sensor. High—frequency fields (for example ,

fields of radio stations) are not reliabl y screened by the forests,

although the aura sensor is insensitive to them. The fact that plants

are good (if not ideal) screens for the electrical component of

low—frequency fields, is indicated by the fact that in the pre sence

of industria l noise sources near the recording area (for exampl e , an

electrical transmis sion line), the noise disappears hc~hinl bushes and

trees. A sudden increase in the noise background was noted durin ci

gusts of wind (only one case).

The fig ure (B) shows an aurogram created by a swarm of

mosquitoes. Striking the outside wall of a four—place canvas tent

caused the mosquit oes, wh ich usually accumulate in large numbers

inside the tent, to become alarmed and fly in the form of an eve n,

exceptiona lly tightly knit group. This “aural electrical c horus” of 

_ _ _
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mosquitoes could only be registered by the contactless aural method.

Standard contact methods of electrical measurement could not be used

here. The observel amplitudes at times reached 50 mV at a frequency

of 440 Hz.

The aurogram of the group of mosquitoes develops as a result of

the combination of a large number of individual aurograms from each

mosquito. The insects, whic h were distributed almost evenl y

throughout the space of the tent, flew in different lirect ions. The

frequencies, phases, amplitudes , and signs of the aural oscill ations

created by them were different and change d constantly in a random

manner. Based on the relationship between the frequency components

(but not on the absolute value of frequencies) the aurogram s of the

mosquito group resemble electroencephalograms (PEG) of the human J
brain. The presence of slow and fast waves and “shafts” is

reminiscent of the form of the EEG alpha—rhythm. The relat ively

constant freque ncy of the aurogram of the mosquito swarm ( 1440 Hz)

resembles the constant alpha—rhythm frequency.

The EE G an al g y  is based on the fact that the EEG is also the

result of the combination of the many potentials of the nerve cells

of the  bra in, whic h have different frequencies, phas~s, amplitudes ,

signs, and are chaotically arranged in relation to the lea d surfaces

of the electrodes (Gulyayev 1960).

I
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The aur ogram of the mosquito grou p represents a model of an

assembly of charged bodies or particles in randcm motion and in

electromag netic interaction within a limited space.. We can assume

that in the physicial plasma the shape cf the vibrations of the

electrical field will be similar to the shape of the aurog ran of the

• mosquito group.

In the figurn (C) we see an aurogram represent ing the flight of

a large horsefly (Ta bani dae, species Tabanus) , flying near an aura

sensor located in a forest. The amplitude reached 20 nV and above ,

the frequency of the main cone - 150 Hz. The sign of the horsefly

char ge was not determined. The change in amplitude is explained by

the change in distance to the probe during flight. The frequency did

not change, since the flight speed and, consequently , the rate at

which the wings were flaped, remai ned unchan ged, while th? Doppler

effect was small to vanishing because of the light speed of

propagat ion of the aural field. Aurogra irs and phonograns were

recorded simultaneousl y. Here the aural sensor and the microphone

were placed quite close together, and the one—track recording on the

tape recorder was taken by man y successive switchings of the ‘ap~
recorder input — first to the aura sensor then to the microphone. The

microphone was of the ND—47 design , which we perfected, wi th a
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built—in transistor amplifier and separat e power supply. It was also

electrically shielded by a sound—transmitting casing of a metallic

fiber — a screen with cell dimensions of several microns.

We learned that the law of change in amplitude of son ic

oscillations is different than the law of change in the amplitude of

aural oscillations. The amplitude of aura l oscillations decrea s~s in

inverse proportion to the square, sonic oscillations — to t h e  first

degree of the distance between the receiv er and the sr~ rce.

Therefore, in the immediat e vicinity of the insect the amplitud e of

the aural field is relatively greater than the amplitude Df th~ sonic

field; at a distance from the insect — vice versa. This fact has the

following information i value.. For certain insects only sig nals

concerning events which occur at short distances are important .

Distant sounds for such insects represent the noise background of ti~

habitat. Yet the aura]. signal is significant in the immediate

vicinity for predator and prey, to warn of collisions in swarms , and

when landing on a plant or animal. From this standpoint the absence

of an auditory organ in some insects — the bumblebee , for example —

becomes understandable. If, however , insects are capable of

perceiving both the sonic and aural field s simultaneously, then the

difference in the change of amplitudes in these vibrations with

distance acquires great informational signitica nce. The sinultaneo u~

perception of vibrations in the electrical field and sonic vibrations

_ _ _ _  J
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ma kes it possible to precisely determine the distance and

simultaneously the rate of movem ent at a given moment for any

predator or pre y (based on the Doppler effect for sound).

The aural field of insects has not only an informational , but

also a kinetic value (Gulyayev , Zabotin , Shlippenbakh , 1969).

Depending on the sign of the charge, insects are either attracted or

repelled from one another and from predators . Insects chinoc ’ the sign

of charge in selec ting a takeoff surface.

The fig ure (D) shows atmospherics * recorded in the m iddle of -he

mouth of a river (on a boat).

(FOOTNOTE: Atmospherics are electrical signals in the atmosp here

caused by individual thunderstorm discharges of l ighting and solar

radiation. END FOOTNOTE ]

Electrical fields of geophysical origin are constantly active factors

in the medium , and create an electrical landscape. The m aximal

im~ litude reaches l40 my or above, frequency is undetermined. In

“auditory ” recording these are clicking, crackling, and humm in g

sounds, similar to the sounds of a campfire. The nature of the sounds

L11 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ —~~~~
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is the same in bot h clear and overcast weather tut is differen t for

• day and n igh t. All this can be of significance in the spare an~ time

orientatio n of animals in the earth’s Liospner€.

As we have already reported in the precer ing ar icles , the aural

electrical field is created by two sources.

The first source is the internal electrical field generat ’~1 by

the active organs within the body of th€ animal.

The second source is the total electric charge of the 1- od y

surface.

Remembe r that in insects the triboelectric component excc 4~is t~~

magnitude of all others to such a degr €’e that we cannot dirt inguish

them. Consequentl y, in insects we registered the low—frequency

component of the a ural field which develops from the mechanica l

vibrations of their win gs, which have a triboelectric charg~ .

We must also consider the third source of the aural field —

induction of charges by the electrical landscape. Experiment s h a v e

shown that when plant s move (t~ushes and tree branches) there arise

aura l oscillations in time with the mov ements of parts of the plant.

The sources of the electrical oscillaticns are either the fi.~1ds

p 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~•• •_ 
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which are inherent in the plants themselves and develop within them

as the result of activity, or changes in the atmospheric fieldr in

which the plants are found and whose pa rameters they change by th~~iL

mechanical motion. Howeve r, in the last case it is simpler to ~ay

that the oscillations of the electrica l field are created ty charges

• induced by the field of the electrical landscape on the conducting

• surfaces of plants. In the figure (E) we see an aurogr am Df the

microphone effect of a young birch tree whose trunk has been struck

by a long pole. An analogous effect was observed in the shaking of

branches and rustling of the leaves on them. To verify that this was

not the microphone effect of the pole alone, the experiment was

conduc ted so that the distance between the pole and the aura sensor

• did not change, lust the distance to the plant. Here the effec t

diminished regularly with distance.

We notice the isomorphic nature of the individual pea ks or the

aurogram (see figure F) corresponding to the individua l mechanical

blows to the trunk. We must detemine whether or not the nature of ~hc

peaks is a species or geobotanica l indicator. For this purpose an

investigation is being planned to study the effect of all possible

factors, including random factors, on the sha pe of the auroq ra m

representi ng the microphone effect of plants.

In plants the triboelectric charge is apparently absent , sinc e

- — --— -r 
___________ _____ __________
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they are grounded and have sufficient conductivity. The electrical

aural fields generated by individual plants interact. It is possibl~?

that this factor is the information channel which acts bet ween

plants. The aural fields of the plants can play a role in bioc oenosis

(phytocoenosis) (Gulyayev , Zabotin , Shlippenbakh , 1968).

The very significant role of atmospheric precipitation in ‘he

earth’s biosphere has been recogni2ed fcr a long time. We know that

drops of rain, which are charged, also create oscillations of the

electrical field because of their charge and the change in the

electrical landscape during motion in the electrical field s of the

earth. This can be experimentally demonstrated using our aural

method. In a screened chamber a drop of liquid falling iii fron t of

the aura sensor probe creates vibrations by its charge. The valu~ and

sign of the charge can be changed at will. An uncharged particle

falling in fron t of the probe in the absence of a stationary

electrical field in the chamber does not cause electrical

oscillations. If, however , a stationary field is createi in the

chamber , then an uncharged particle passing near the probe creates

field vibr ations . This experiment convinces us at a glance that th~-~

drop only acquires its charge when acted upon by the field at the

moment of separation from the drop former , and if it is in fli ght ,

then no action on the part of the field can create an additional

charge on it.

_ _ _
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I
• We carried out a vast program of studies for the purpos e of

• determ ining whether or not effects revealed under laboratory

conditions occur in the same manner under the natural condi’ ions of

• the habitat of the animals. Here an interesting fact was observed :

Our instruments successfull y registered the signals of the variable

electrical fields of animals and plants under conditions where there

were no screening chambers, provided that the place where the study

was conducted was at a sufficient dista nce from electrical ind ustria ’

objects, electrical lines, popul ated areas, etc. Below is a list of

objects from which aurograms were registered in the natura l

envircnwen t of the living subjects:

1) Hoseflies, bumblebees, all kinds of flies, beet les, bee~ ,

grasshoppers, ants, butterflies, moths, horseflies, and othe r insects

unknown to us, whose species were not determined. Here it was

observed that the aural field in some types of wos 1uitoes ha’l a lower

intensity or none at all.

2) The tensed musculature of the arms , scratching of one nail

against an other , abruptedly running the hands through the hair ,

ob jects th rown past the sensor (pine cones, clods of dirt , heads of

flowers), the t icking of a watch near the sensor, and the friction )f

•i
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un derwear against the skin.

3) Mo vement ~f the human body and ar ms in the electrical field

of the atmosphere and at a distance of 5—10 m from the probe in a

• forest mea dow. Here superslow field vibrations were registered .

Thu s, it has again been experimentally proven that the aural

fields of animals and plants exist under natural conditions — in

their forest and m eadow habitat — and are not artifacts associated

with the use of screened chambers under labatory conditions. We have

determined the role of the earth’s electrical landscape as the source

cf the aural field and have studied the problem of the interaction of

the electrical aural fields of insects and plants wit h the electrical

fields of the atmosphere.
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Figure. Au rograms of insects , plan ts, and atmospherics. Karelia,

1969. A — “background ” of aural recording under forest conditions and

absence of flying insects in immediate vicinity of aura sensors.

Recordin g conditions: probe — metal discs measuring 4 cm in diameter ,

frequenc y reprod uc tion band 140—3500 Hz (at level of 0.7) wit h all

processes associated with tape recording and oscillographic

transcript ion onto photographic paper considered; B — aurogram of

large swarm of mosquitoes in tent alarmed by striking the canvas

walls from the outside. Recording conditions are the sane; C —

aurogram of flight of horsefl y at a distance of approximat ely 25—50

cm from probe. Recording conditions the same; D — atmospherics

registered from boat floating in middle of river, at 12:00 midnight.
(0

The probe — a pintle lcm long cross section 2.5 x 2.5 mm , other

conditions the same; E — all signals of microphone effect of birch

tree as a result of striking its trunk three tines with a stick. The

probe — a pint le 500 x 2.5 x 2.5 mm , installed cn a 120—millimeter

coaxial extender. Other conditions the same. KEY: (1) Background , (2 )

Mosqui toes, (3) Ibrsefly, (4) Atmospheric s, (5) Birch tree , (6) my,
C’,) s~ (s) ~~~~~~
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